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ABSTRACTS
Justin K. BISANSWA
Université Laval
La traversée des savoirs dans le roman africain
Abstract: The African novel refers to a socio-political as well as a
literary History, but does so with guile, expressing this History from
an angle. Referring constantly to the social and human sciences,
to the point of competing with them, the novel vacillates between
dependency and autonomy. It thus proposes a specific knowledge of
society, its functioning, and the individuals who constitute it. However,
its true intention is not to copy the world, nor even to imitate its life,
but to provide a miniaturized replica of both, and set itself up as a
vast metonymic duplicate of a certain universe.
Critique, crossing, dialectics, history, imitation, knowledge, novel,
poetics of the novel, realism, referential illusion, representation
Bernard MOURALIS
Université de Cergy Pontoise
Le romancier africain et « l’énigme de l’arrivée »
Abstract: The theme of travel occupies an important place in African
literature for two reasons. ���������������������������������������
The earliest African writers wanted to
substitute their own discourse for the one that had been produced
by the West for centuries and which was long considered to be the
sole legitimate discourse on Africa. By portraying African heroes
and/or narrators who embarked on voyages to Africa or to Europe,
African writers showed that the African too could be a traveler. The
second reason is linked to generic considerations. Since the time
of Don Quixote, the novel unfolds as an itinerary moving from one
point to the other, and with this mode of articulation have come
many consequences for the narration as well as for character
development. In his autobiographical book, The Enigma of Arrival,
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V.S. Naipaul uses the experience of his sojourn in England to analyze
the concept of “arrival” and shows that, far from constituting the end
of the journey and the closure of a narrative, the arrival is a new
departure. Naipaul’s
��������������������������������������������������������
concept sheds light on the question of exile,
which, particularly when it occurs in the West, can become the place
of renewal for the subject. It also allows for a reconsideration of the
relation between “center” and “periphery.”
Arrival, autobiography, center, discourse, exile, periphery, travel
Mbaye DIOUF
Université Laval
L’Islam en termes chrétiens : quand L’aventure ambiguë
« croise » Pascal et saint Augustin
Abstract: If it is recognized that The Ambiguous Adventure is one
of Africa’s most studied texts, it should also be noted that most
analyses of Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s novel are general sociological
commentaries on a mythologized Africa or on a society that is caught
in the snares of its own mythic “values.” These commentaries often
forget that the text is also the passage through a history that was
imposed on Africa, and one which the writer tries to interpret in his
own way. If Kane’s text plunges into the Christian faith by invoking
Pascal and Augustine, it is in order to establish its own theological
and narrative discourse, one that is situated in the African and Muslim
context. Fiction simultaneously becomes a strategy of absorption,
of displacement, and of invention.
Augustine, discourse, intertextuality, Kane, Pascal, philosophy,
Sovereign Goodness
Kasereka KAVWAHIREHI
Université d’Ottawa
L’historiographie positiviste au miroir de la fiction littéraire
Abstract: In its study of L’Écart by V.Y. Mudimbe, this article
examines the critical and ironic mirroring of the discourses of
the social sciences. By highlighting the pretensions of scientific
https://crossworks.holycross.edu/pf/vol67/iss1/15
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discourse, Mudimbe’s fiction reveals the ambiguity and the
limits of positivist methodology in a postcolonial context.
Epistemological crisis, fiction, historiography, Mudimbe, ontological
crisis, positivism, postcolonial condition
Antje ZIETHEN
Université de Toronto
L’espace sexué dans Riwan ou le chemin de sable de Ken
Bugul
Abstract: In Riwan ou le chemin de sable by Ken Bugul, the
protagonist lives in the interstice between her own house and that
of her husband’s, between the life of a woman educated in Europe
and the life of a wife subjected to the laws of mouridism. In her
circular movement along the sandy road evoked in the novel’s
title, she gradually creates a space that allows her to reconcile
the two facets of her identity. Merging different genres, stories and
languages, the text itself enacts the symbolism of the road as a
transitional sphere.
Bugul, gendered space, nomadic identity, nomadic space,
Senegalese literature
Josias SEMUJANGA
Université de Montréal
Murambi et Moisson de crânes ou comment la fiction raconte
un génocide
Abstract: This article shows how literary fiction is able to narrate
the event of genocide so as to shatter the rational explanations of
the world that are the accepted framework for discourse. It studies
two texts written on the Rwandan genocide: Murambi by Boubacar
Boris Diop and Moisson de crânes by Abdourahman Waberi.
African literature, Diop, genocide, Waberi
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Abomo-Maurin Marie-Rose
Lycée Jacques-Monod et UFR lettres d'Orléans
Le roman camerounais à la traversée des savoirs anthropologique,
ethnologique et sociologique
Abstract: The Cameroon novel situates itself at the crossroad
of knowledges. It brings back to life some practices drawn from
ancestral tradition, and shows them to be forms of social science.
Thus, the writer acts as an ethnologist who studies the customs of
a community. However, contrary to the field researcher, the novelist
recreates the situations in which the scientific phenomena occur.
various disciplines take place.
Anthropology, ethnology, individual, literature, ritual, sociology
Jean René OVONO MENDAME
Université Marc-Bloch
Political representation in Gabonese literature
Abstract: From which viewpoint do Gabonese writers relate to the
realities of the political and social policies of their country and what
place do political players occupy in their works? Why do they hesitate
so much to denounce the problems of their society? Why is there
such a pronounced silence within their literary works? This article
raises these delicate and complex questions. The report produced
on the evolution of Gabonese writing affirms that writers’ silence is
the product of self-censorship. They are condemned to fear saying
anything, not only because of potential reprisals, but because they
are, for the majority, political players themselves. At the heart of this
dilemma is all the literature which is therefore sacrificed leaving the
public with information that cannot always meet its needs.
Engaged literature, negritude, politics, representation, silence
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Jean-Luc MANENTI
Université des Antilles et de la Guyane
Réécritures romanesques du mythe de Médée chez Maryse
Condé et Marie N’Diaye
Abstract: The mythical figure of Medea, made notable by child
murder, has had a significant diffusion in contemporary fiction. A
comparative analysis of her apparition in some novels by Maryse
Condé and by Marie N’Diaye demonstrates the transposition and the
updating of the myth according to varied cultural contexts. Situated
between transgression and sublimation, the renovated figure of
the infanticidal genitrix associates the imaginary of the beneficent
mother to the one of the harmful mother. This hybrid status allows
her to reveal a different specificity, one that goes beyond manichean
classifications.
Caribbean context, difference, identity, myth, rewriting, sublimation,
transgression
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